
00:17:42 Rita Perea: Hi everyone!  Happy to see you all today! 

00:19:13 Hui Fang Boo: Hi everyone, great to “see” everyone again after the month long break 

00:20:11 adam childs: Hi there everyone :-) been looking forward to this starting again 

00:20:28 lian handaja: Yes, it's good to be back! 

00:27:47 Ibrahim Kone: Most investment banks close their books at the end of each days 

00:27:59 Merriman Market Analyst: mark to market 

00:38:28 Irina Erastova: can it be combination pattern in trading cycles? 

00:41:37 adam childs: so can you use this technic in any market 

00:42:03 adam childs: Vol babies 

00:43:03 Martha Geiger: I would like to trade Etherium and Bitcoin-at least as a position trader- is 

that possible?   Is there still a special deal on FAR? 

00:44:06 adam childs: great 

00:46:26 Din Uppal: Does the daily recommendations newsletter include the signals from 

FAR 

00:47:20 Din Uppal: Thank you 

00:47:53 adam childs: I like how Far tells you the geocosmic aspects 

00:54:10 MJ W: so the retracements were also at least 4%? 

00:55:00 Matthieu Kaiser: is there any way to find the history of market days? 

00:55:17 Matthieu Kaiser: (ie the days when markets were open) 

00:56:12 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes.  FAR gives you that data 

00:56:41 Merriman Market Analyst: 4% reversals are dependent upkn which percent you 

choose to do your study with 

00:56:45 Matthieu Kaiser: do you know another way? 

00:57:17 Daniel Ineichen:So, is baseline Focusing on trading or calendar days? Teh 10 year 

example from before would consequently have to be adjusted for trading days? 

00:57:17 Merriman Market Analyst: But once you decide that, a market needs to move up 

and down at least that percent (as measured against the low price) to create a filtered wave. 

00:58:10 Rita Perea: Crypto trades 24/7. :) 

00:58:29 Daniel Ineichen:the first example wasnt on btc, was it? 



00:58:54 Merriman Market Analyst: Correct. 7 daysd/week. Other markets are 5 days per 

week and even less if holidays. That's why you need a baseline of all trading days, and they differ 

basedon the country 

01:04:14 MJ W: mars in cancer? 

01:05:37 Vincent Wang: Last week move ? 

01:05:55 Vincent Wang: Does this show? 

01:17:18 Merriman Market Analyst: thank you ibrahim 

01:17:26 Merriman Market Analyst: first class back ;-) 

01:17:27 Ibrahim Kone: pleasure 

01:18:44 Vincent Wang: Thank you 

01:18:51 Ibrahim Kone: We have one again today 

01:20:49 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, and now we have to see the sert up invoving 

isolated highs and lows to develop 

01:21:33 Martha Geiger: Ok- it appears it would be a good time to sell, Ray? 

01:22:13 adam childs: Maybe it is a low difficult to say 

01:22:30 Rita Perea: So, sentiment could be called a “lagging indicator”? 

01:23:19 Vincent Wang: More like a 13 week major cycle low. Starting the next 13 week major 

01:23:29 Vincent Wang: From 7 sep 

01:24:29 Merriman Market Analyst: I am actually looking for a low to buy because the next 

lunar signs of importance point to a high in a  few days. 

01:27:00 Vincent Wang: Saw the inter market bearish divergence before 7 sep when Bitcoin rose 

but not etherum. Acted to slowly 

01:29:33 adam childs: this is amazing 

01:29:46 Daniel Ineichen:These would be annual repetitive patterns, wouldn't it? 

01:29:56 Daniel Ineichen:they 

01:30:07 adam childs: the moon goes around 13 times a year 

01:30:21 adam childs: I think 

01:30:38 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, that's true Adam 

01:30:51 Daniel Ineichen:you are right. I mixed it up with the solar patterns 

01:34:27 Ibrahim Kone: We are getting close to a moon in sag early next week I think 



01:36:42 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes! Actually Moon goes into Sag Sunday. By Mo day it 

may be ready to fall again into Moon in Capricorn Tues-Wed 

01:36:56 Daniel Ineichen:Ray, do you watch the moon all the time when you trade? What is the 

best tool to watch the moon's position? Solarfire? 

01:39:09 Merriman Market Analyst: I simply use an ephemeris. I use the ephemeris in the 

back of the annual Forecast Book. . But yes, astro clocks on many astro programs can provide that too. 

01:39:36 Daniel Ineichen:thank you! 

01:44:04 adam childs: what does pluto venus affect a lot, does it affect treasuries 

01:46:41 Matthieu Kaiser: the other fundamental problem for Treasuries is the spending 

spree the US govt has gone on 

01:46:58 Matthieu Kaiser: that might amplify the taper risk 

01:48:23 Martha Geiger: Any idea how real estate will play out?  I'm wondering a good time to 

buy a house 

01:48:45 Martha Geiger: I'm relating that question to QE 

01:50:00 maya bothe: 3D printed houses will likely get en vogue during this decade. This will 

put pressure on house prices I think 

01:50:31 adam childs: Could Neptune and Jupiter conjunction if in pisces be a hi for oil 

01:50:48 adam childs: could it be a high in oil 

01:51:54 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: UK Banks are entering the housing market too, with Lloyd Bank 

making the announcement last week. 

01:52:27 BETH WOODY: If I remember correctly the housing market is an 18year cycle based on 

the moon node and 2008 was the last trough. 

01:52:45 maya bothe: Beth, yes, 18 yr cycle 

01:53:18 BETH WOODY: Thanks :) 

01:54:13 maya bothe: true Ray 

01:55:47 Din Uppal: Could we be approaching black Monday as per your weekly report. 

01:55:56 Ibrahim Kone: Business turn to create hubs rather then offices so they maybe more 

and more outside of cities - home office is here to stay, office hubs will be an alternative in the future 

01:56:48 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Buffett has almost a monopoly of the mobile home market. 

Those prices are going up 10 to 15% in from order to delivery ( 2 to 3 months 

02:00:39 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: URANUS IN CANCER? 

02:00:47 Ibrahim Kone: Ray mentioned the return of communities on 2021 forecast 



02:01:03 Ibrahim Kone: *In 2021 forecast 

02:01:04 adam childs: Tokenisation 

02:01:12 maya bothe: Car sharing is very common here 

02:01:31 Hui Fang Boo: We have it in Singapore too 

02:03:08 Ibrahim Kone: IV will definitely democratise car pooling/sharing were an auto owner 

could rent their car when they do not use it 

02:03:20 Ali Alvarado Atías: Can you expand on the cost and any applicable discounts for 

MMTA Participants in FAR SOFTWARE? 

02:04:13 Dian Brown: It might mean fewer workers on that supply chain are exposed to 

unvaccinated people and therefore less likely to be sick and miss work. 

02:05:00 Ali Alvarado Atías: Thanks Guys! 

02:05:15 MJ W: yes!!! 

02:05:16 Ali Alvarado Atías: Definitely 

02:05:17 Matthieu Kaiser: yes, definitely Ray 

02:05:19 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Yes plese 

02:05:20 adam childs: Can we have a gathering next year for part of one of the courses 

02:05:22 lian handaja: yes please 

02:05:33 adam childs: yes a demonstration would be good 

02:05:36 Ali Alvarado Atías: Specially using a real Market Example 

02:05:47 Hui Fang Boo: It’s 20% discount for FAR 

02:05:50 Rita Perea: Yes to Carlos! 

02:06:14 Hui Fang Boo: Use the code MMTASOFTWARE 

02:06:23 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks Hui Fang 

02:06:27 Hui Fang Boo: welcome 

02:06:38 maya bothe: how long, Hui? 

02:06:46 Matthieu Kaiser: let's hope inflation won't hit FAR prices too soon 

02:06:49 maya bothe: Okay, thx 

02:08:46 Matthieu Kaiser: the thing is higher price will put a cap on demand sooner or 

later 

02:10:23 MJ W: https://www.facebook.com/groups/165350825461339 



02:13:40 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Martha Geiger. Please see note posted in the Miata Facebook 

group re real estate 

02:13:49 Irina Erastova: i have a question how use the far program 

02:13:52 BETH WOODY: MJ - can you email me at jupura@yahoo.com? I want to share 

something. Thanks! 

02:14:37 MJ W: @beth yes I will 

02:14:37 Danica Cordell-Reeh: What is the date being considered for the meetup 

02:15:12 Hui Fang Boo: I can help do a run through 

02:15:26 Ali Alvarado Atías: Ray,Is there a way to obtain the Physical copy for the new 

book? 

02:15:35 Hui Fang Boo: I did some recording on how to import data into FAR and shared on FB 

02:15:46 MJ W: Thanks Huifang, I'd like to come too 

02:16:28 Ali Alvarado Atías: Yes, understood, please keep us updated 

02:16:55 adam childs: Hui is that using Metastock 

02:17:02 Ali Alvarado Atías: Thank You Guys, excellent Session once again! 

02:17:04 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thank you all! 

02:17:11 adam childs: Thank you :-) 

02:17:13 MJ W: Thanks!!! 

02:17:14 Ibrahim Kone: Thank you all 

02:17:15 Michelle Picard: Thank you Ray and Gianni 

02:17:17 Daniel Ineichen:Thank you, a great start! 

02:17:17 Hui Fang Boo: Thanks! 

02:17:17 Vincent Wang: Thanks 

02:17:18 maya bothe: Thx, bye 

02:17:20 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you very much, appetizing for the Following sessions ;-) 

02:17:21 Dian Brown: Thanks for a great class 


